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Abstract— In this paper, the classification of ornamental

dolomitic marble stone tiles, in regard to their aesthetical
value, was studied based on the rock’s texture. The stone
tiles examined are of a dolomitic marble variety commercially known as Lais Grey. Twenty four (24) texture descriptors and seven (7) machine learning models were
tested in order to find the best performing combination. The
experimental study was conducted with an in-house dataset
consisting of three tile classes containing digital images selected by an expert. A second dataset was compiled by applying clustering using the k-means algorithm, towards defining the tiles’ quality based on texture information. This
process produced a dataset with two classes. The results revealed that the XCS-LBP texture descriptor joined by the
XGBoost classifier achieved the best performance for
screening the tiles into three (with 65.06% F1-score) or two
(with 99.43% F1-score) quality classes.

Keywords—machine vision, texture descriptors, machine
learning, marble tiles, dolomite, quality control
I.

INTRODUCTION

Ornamental rocks originating from Greece have been extensively used as a building and decoration material from
antiquity to the present day in structures all over the world.
This tradition is continuing, and, today, the Greek marble
industry ranks third in Europe after the Italian and Turkish
[1]. There are many commercially distinctive marbles exclusively originating from Greek quarries. Thassos’ White
and Parian Marbles are well known worldwide. One of
these ornamental rocks is a dolomite marble exclusively
quarried in the village of Kokkinoghia, in Drama, in Northeast Greece. This decorative stone is commercially known
as Grey Lais throughout the world [2]. From the geologist’s
point of view, ornamental stones can be marbles, limestones, dolostones, dolomitic marbles, sandstones, granites
and many more. Commercially, all the aforementioned
rock types are generally referred to as marbles. Therefore,
the names of the rock types dolomitic marble and marble
will be used interchangeably in this paper.
One of the key aspects of the natural stone tile production
line is the sorting of the final product into different classes.
This process is completed manually by specialized experts.
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The sorting is prone to misclassification as the criteria used
are vague and therefore very subjective. The industry is in
search for methods to quantify the criteria of ornamental
stone tile classification in order to automate this time-costly
process by using expert systems. Machine learning (ML)
has been used in many fields of science to solve classification problems in a wide variety of real world problems [3]
like the one formerly described.
Marble tile classification by using automatic systems and
algorithms was achieved with promising results in 2005 using the sum and difference histograms algorithm for texture
analysis, principal component analysis for the feature extraction process and a multilayer perceptron neural network
for the classification [4]. In 2009 [5], segmentation and
classification of colored and polished marble tiles was
achieved based on mathematical morphology. An interesting approach, applied on granites, using functional classification, was tested in 2010 [6]. Another approach was proposed in 2015 by using the Quadtree segmentation method
to obtain descriptors of the images, logistic regression and
Fuzzy St Theory [7]. Recently, in 2019, the use of Deep
Neural Networks was examined with promising results [8].
In this paper, the effectiveness of ML was examined by
testing 24 texture descriptors and 7 classifiers in order to
deliver a model able to classify the dolomite marble tiles
produced by Solakis Antonios Marble S.A [9] quarries in
the Falacron Mountain region in Greece for the first time.
The final goal of this research is to develop a model and to
integrate it into a full functioning separation machine being
constructed by Intermek company [10]. It is the authors’
deep belief that such a device will be able to classify the
specific dolomite marble faster and more reliably than human experts, whose classification is problematic due to
subjectivity, in an industrial environment. This will benefit
the industry, as the final delivered product’s quality will
improve accompanied with a drop of the manufacturing
cost.
In Section II, the Grey Lais Marble Dolomite’s characteristics are described and possible classification parameters
using this information are explained. The used materials
and methods are analyzed in Section III. Section IV presents the simulation results, while Section V concludes this
study and puts ahead the future work.

II.

GREY LAIS DOLOMITIC MARBLE

Grey Lais, or Kokkinoghia Grey according to the EN 12440
European Standard for natural stone, is a dolomite marble
composed 94% of the minerals dolomite CaMg(CO3)2 and
6% CaCO3 calcite [11]. Dolomitic marble is a
metamorphosed, i.e. exposed to excessive heat and
pressure, dolostone and is generally harder than marble,
which is mainly composed of the mineral calcite. The
formation of dolostones, from which dolomitic marbles are
formed, is a scientific problem. It is generally accepted that
dolostones are formed by the chemical alteration of
limestones in a chemical reaction known as dolomitization
[1]. After the metamorphosis of a dolostone, ornamental
rocks, like the Grey Lais, are produced.
The textures encountered range from uniformly distributed
straight to randomly curved lines. These lines come in a
wide range of light to dark grey color. Inclusions of darker
limestone can also be observed. In some samples, fractures
displacing the main lineation are present. Light colored
veins intrude into the rock interfering with the main
lineation. Furthermore, aluminum and iron oxides present
in small amounts [11] can lightly alter the color of the rock.
Thus there are no two identical blocks of rock found in
nature from which the slabs and the tiles are cut. Due to this
fact, the classification of natural ornamental stones is a
difficult task. Nevertheless, it can be implemented by using
the color and the texture created by the main motive,
fractures, inclusions and veins.
III.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Image Preprocessing
To apply the image descriptors, first the marble has to be
detected and extracted from the image, so that the feature
extraction processes takes into account only the marble and
not the surrounding environment. The marble detection and
extraction algorithm consisted of the following steps (Fig.
1):




Step 1: Image thresholding
Step 2: Detection of the marble’s rectangle
Step 3: Marble alignment

Next, for the image thresholding part, we converted the image’s color space from RGB to HSV, applied a Gaussian
blur to the image (Fig. 1(a)) and then thresholded the image
by selecting pixels within a specific range of values (Fig.
1(b)).
As far as the detection of the marble’s rectangle goes, by
using the thresholded image a contour detection algorithm
was applied (Fig. 1(c)). Then, a line detection algorithm on
the contours was applied, filtering the lines in such way that
only vertical and horizontal lines were detected, calculating
then one line per side. The final four lines were used to find
the rectangle’s four corners (Fig. 1(d)).
Lastly, by using the four detected points, a perspective
transformation was applied to align the marble into a specific size image (400x700 pixels) (Fig. 1(e)).
B. Texture descriptors
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) descriptors have showed that
they can describe the textural patterns of images quite well
[12].

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 1. Marble detection and extraction steps. (a) colorspace convertion
from RGB to HSV, (b) thresholded image, (c) contour detection, (d)
marble’s rectangle, (e) marble after alignment.

For this reason, the performance of 17 different local patterns (BG-LBP [13], CS-LBP [14], CS-LDMP, CS-LDP
[15], CS-LMP [16], CS-LTP [17], E-LBP [19], LBP NRI
Uniform [20], LBP ROR [21], LBP Uniform [22], O-LBP
[23], SCS-LBP [24], SI-LTP [25], VAR-LBP[22], XCSLBP [26], XCS-LMP [27] and XCS-LTP [28]), 3 key-point
detectors and descriptors (ORB [29], SIFT [30] and SURF
[31]) and 4 other types of texture descriptors (GLCM [32],
Haralick [33], HOG [34] and TAS [35]) are examined towards sorting the marble tiles.
It should be noted that the libraries used for the extraction
of the texture features were: LBPLibrary [26], [36], Local
Descriptors for Image Classification [37], [38], Mahotas
[39] and scikit-image [40]. Additionally, the LBP NRI Uniform feature corresponds to the non-rotation-invariant uniform patterns variant (only gray scale invariant), the LBP
ROR features is rotation and gray scale invariant and LBP
Uniform is an improved rotation and gray scale invariant
version of the LBP descriptor.
Due to the fact that the performance of each descriptor may
heavily depend on its chosen parameters, we employed a
parameter search methodology. In this methodology, for
each descriptor that could be parameterized, we simply employed an exhaustive parameter searching through a manually specified range of parameters. After calculating the
feature vectors for all the images for each parameter group
and for a descriptor, the group that had the highest F1-score
[41] with a K-Nearest Neighbors classifier was selected for
the next step of our experiments. Figure 2 shows the texture
images produced by the local patterns descriptors with best
parameters.
C. Machine Learning Models
For the purpose of marble tiles classification the following
ML models were applied:
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Fig.2. Texture image of each local pattern descriptor.

Support Vector Machine (SVM) [42], K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [43], Random Forest (RF) [44], Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) [45], Logistic Regressor [46], Stochastic
Gradient Descent Classifier (SGD) [47] and XGBoost
Classifier (XGB) [48]
In order to optimize the performance of the ML models, a
hyper parameter optimization procedure was applied using
the Scikit-Optimize Library [49]. The Bayesian optimization technique was used over the hyperparameters, which
is similar to the Grid Search optimization technique, but
does not try out all the parameter values. A fixed number
of parameter settings were sampled from specified distributions, measuring them over a 10-fold cross validation
technique, selecting each according to the highest F1-score.
D. Dataset
The dataset used for the simulations consists of 986 digital
images, which were acquired with a low cost experimental
setup in situ at Solakis Antonios Marble S.A [9]. The digital images of the dataset are in “jpg” format and are with
1500x725 pixels size. The dataset was classified into three
classes by an expert fig.3.

veins or spots (Fig. 3(a)). In class B, the dolomite marble
tiles contain some cracks cutting the main lineation in different angles (Fig. 3(b)). Class C showed perpendicular
fractures with displacement of the main lineation (Fig.
3(c)). Darker spots are also commonly present. The expert’s classification, following the objective criteria formerly described, produced a dataset with 697 samples in
class A, 133 samples in class B and 156 samples in class C.
It should be noted that due to the large size of the original
images (1500x725 pixels), the images are resized to half
the original size. Additionally, to reduce environmental
noise from the captured space, the images were cropped
from left and right.
E. Data preparation
Before extracting the features from the images, each image
was converted to a grayscale image. Then, for each image,
the feature vector of the corresponding descriptor is obtained. It should be noted that for the texture local patterns
texture descriptors, a density histogram with varying bins
is computed and used as a feature vector for each image.
Additionally, to reduce the dimensionality of the data of the
local patterns descriptors, the histogram bins that had zero
values, in all of the feature vectors, were removed. For the
HOG, ORB, SURF and SIFT descriptors, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied on the feature set to
reduce its dimensionality. The number of components was
such, that the amount of variance that was explained was
greater than 90%.
IV.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.3. From left to right (a) Class A (b) Class B (c) Class C.

This classification was based on certain objective characteristics of the texture. In general, high quality tiles of the
dataset are characterized by uniform lineation, minimal
fractures, absence of displacement and non-detectable irritating inclusion, i.e. spots. In the case of the dataset available, class A showed a good lineation with minimal cracks,

SIMULATION RESULTS

In our study, 24 different image textures descriptors were
compared and their performance in the classification of ornamental dolomitic marble tiles, in regard of their aesthetical value, was studied. The experiments were conducted
using the Scikit-learn [50] Library for Python.
The evaluation of the examined models was performed by
using the Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F-measure (or
F1-score) metrics [41]. It is worth to mention the F1-score
combines the other three performance indices.

TABLE I.

Model
SVM
KNN
RF
MLP
LR
SGD
XGB

BG-LBP
41.61%
48.32%
52.75%
41.69%
32.88%
38.00%
51.70%

CS-LBP
32.83%
40.34%
38.94%
38.68%
37.24%
36.97%
40.99%

CS-LDMP
33.21%
45.76%
51.38%
38.14%
46.62%
41.31%
53.08%

CS-LDP
39.67%
56.27%
59.72%
42.14%
43.61%
38.78%
61.41%

TABLE I.

F1-SCORES (%) FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CS-LMP
38.23%
44.74%
52.84%
33.66%
43.14%
38.17%
48.85%

CS-LTP
49.58%
53.11%
55.60%
49.81%
46.61%
41.87%
56.34%

E-LBP
32.78%
59.42%
60.75%
44.23%
33.38%
45.80%
62.66%

GLCM
33.33%
36.12%
44.94%
32.88%
32.68%
32.69%
44.38%

Haralick
33.33%
37.37%
50.95%
32.87%
33.00%
39.22%
48.47%

HOG
41.51%
39.82%
38.80%
39.66%
39.62%
38.66%
44.84%

LBP
NRI
Uniform
38.69%
49.54%
53.05%
39.82%
40.60%
39.61%
48.01%

LBP
ROR
33.00%
60.67%
59.82%
33.33%
33.33%
22.12%
58.98%

LBP
Uniform
33.33%
58.29%
59.18%
38.18%
42.21%
34.98%
58.95%

F1-SCORES (%) FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (CONTINUED)

Model

LBP
Uniform

O-LBP

ORB

SCS-LBP

SIFT

SI-LTP

SURF

TAS

VAR-LBP

XCS-LBP

XCS-LMP

XCS-LTP

SVM

33.33%

33.55%

52.91%

47.41%

43.39%

33.33%

44.78%

33.33%

45.90%

33.33%

33.33%

33.00%

KNN

58.29%

54.57%

42.20%

51.28%

35.59%

42.84%

33.69%

43.91%

51.64%

42.82%

48.06%

51.35%

RF

59.18%

55.66%

44.66%

51.30%

48.01%

50.73%

43.26%

49.82%

56.07%

64.36%

61.88%

59.53%

MLP

38.18%

33.09%

43.87%

46.35%

41.71%

35.21%

43.57%

34.76%

41.88%

38.71%

37.95%

38.08%

LR

42.21%

33.33%

44.31%

45.20%

42.94%

33.13%

45.73%

33.42%

33.33%

48.27%

48.24%

46.72%

SGD

34.98%

30.26%

44.10%

36.73%

41.79%

34.25%

45.37%

39.53%

40.95%

30.27%

34.02%

38.21%

XGB

58.95%

58.28%

48.03%

45.77%

44.85%

50.27%

47.62%

48.93%

52.19%

65.06%

58.39%

54.70%
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After finding the best parameters for all the descriptors and
the models, a Leave-One-Out cross-validation (LOOCV)
procedure was employed for estimating the performance of
the ML models under consideration.
A. Original Dataset Results
Because the initial dataset was imbalanced, with 70% of the
samples belonging to the first class, a random under sampling technique was employed to balance the dataset. Specifically, 400 samples were randomly removed from the dataset, thus creating a more balanced dataset, with the following samples per class: A CLASS: 200, B CLASS: 133
and C CLASS: 156 samples.
Table I shows the results of the simulations that were carried out on the original dataset. In general, the results were
not satisfactory, with many descriptors having performances as low as 19% F1-score. The highest F1-score of
65.22% was achieved by the XCS-LBP descriptor, with the
XGB classifier, followed again by XCS-LBP with the RF
classifier. This descriptor consistently performs the best in
all other metrics, with 66.46% Accuracy, 65.06% Recall
and 65.66% Precision. Furthermore, the next best performance was achieved by the E-LBP descriptor in combination with the XGB Classifier, with 62.84% F1-score, followed by the XCS-LMP descriptor with the RF, achieving
62.01% F1-score.
From the above poor results, the decision was made to further study the issue. During the experiments, the cases of
the parameter settings of both the feature descriptors and
the models were covered, which, as seen from the results,
were poor. Because of this and due to the fact that the expert’s knowledge can be highly subjective and may not necessarily correspond to the real class distribution (assessment error), the decision was made to study how the dataset was originally formulated. To determine how the dataset is formulated, from an engineering point of view, to
apply another method of determining the marble tiles classes was applied.
The original dataset was, therefore, reformulated by applying a k-means image clustering technique, by using the density histograms obtained from the outputs of the best performed texture descriptor (XCS-LBP) as feature vectors.
This way, an artificial, yet objective way of allocating the
class of each marble was achieved, which also took into account the textural homogeneity of all the marbles. Thus, by
reformulating the original dataset, the same experiments
were executed in the same manner as the initial ones, by
using only the best descriptor (XCS-LBP).
B. Histogram Clustering Dataset Results
The clustering procedure yielded the following number of
samples per class: A CLASS: 450, B CLASS: 526 and C
CLASS: 10 samples. Due to the fact that the third class was
consisted of too few samples, it was removed during the
experiments. Table II shows how the XCS-LBP descriptor
performed in the newly designed two-class dataset.
From the results, it seems that the dataset formulated from
the clustering of the images’ histograms yields much better
results for the XCS-LBP. XGB classifier achieves the highest F1-score of 99.43%, with the RF model having the next
highest performance of 99.24%.
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TABLE II.

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS WITH THE NEW DATASET.

Model

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-score

SVM
KNN
RF
MLP
LR
SGD
XGB

98.57%
96.82%
99.18%
98.36%
97.85%
96.93%
99.39%

98.30%
95.92%
99.24%
98.48%
97.55%
97.51%
99.43%

99.05%
98.29%
99.24%
98.48%
98.48%
96.77%
99.43%

98.67%
97.09%
99.24%
98.48%
98.01%
97.14%
99.43%

The experiment with the engineering designed dataset revealed some useful conclusions: (1) the expert’s knowledge
used to design the initial dataset is based not only on the
texture content of the marble tiles, but also includes marketing policies of the company and/or aesthetic requirements of the customers and (2) machine vision needs additional information (marketing policies), beyond the images
in order to achieve the desired by the company accuracy,
reproducing expert’s inference. In this context, the objectiveness of the marble tiles sorting system should be defined per case.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The texture content of the dolomitic marble tiles was analyzed exhaustively in the previous sections. For this purpose, the most efficient texture descriptors along with some
state-of-the-art machine learning models from the literature, were examined for marble tiles sorting.
The experimental study revealed that the texture patterns of
the marble tiles can be described sufficiently, and the overall sorting accuracy is highly depended on the definition of
the quality classes.
The outcomes of this study will be used in the future, for
further investigation of the marble tiles quality definition
and categorization by considering visual as well as non-visual information, the marketing policies of the marble company along with customer’s aesthetical aspects.
Finally, the application of deep learning models constitutes
an additional future research direction towards increasing
the classification accuracy.
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